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This treasury of dazzling butterfly illustrationsâ€”accurately portrayed in a wide array of colors and

sizesâ€”offers illustrators, graphic artists, and craftspeople a glorious variety of eye-catching design

options. The 388 finely rendered images are perfect for adding a graceful touch to poster art,

fabrics, stationery, newsletters, catalogs, and many other projects. Disk contains all items in book.
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Victorian clipart: I liked this volume better than the bird illustrations CD-ROM. The butterflies

resemble 'scientific' artwork of the period. The illustrations look great on envelopes, letters, CD

jewelbox labels, you find a use. The color pics seem to print faster than Dover's B&W ones, too. As

with the other Dover CD-ROMS, you can pull the images off the disk without installing them on your

HD.

I love butterflies and enjoy the variety of the illustrations and colors in this book. Although the quality

of the pictures vary a bit due to the fact that some are taken from old "scrap" papers, they are

delightful! It is wonderful to have the book showing what is available on the CD-ROM. Of course

these images can be manipulated in the whatever soft ware you have ranging from Word to

Publisher or more sophisticated software.The illustrations would be useful in any craft work like

scrap booking, card making, decoupage etc or even school projects.I hope you enjoy using them as

much as I am.



Love and great for scrap booking when used with your print shop program. Also great for cards, you

cut out many and get a 3D look by layering them. The book and CD combo is really great. No need

for scanning that way. The images are also top notch. All antique and very cool. Singles and

clusters. You can't go wrong with any of there book and CD combos.

The hard copy images on the pages of the book are lovely but the images on the CD are

disappointing. Poor quality and grainy looking like they were photocopied from a poorly printed

magazine. All I wanted them for was to trace the designs in a graphics program to make embroidery

and applique designs so this doesn't bother me, they will work for my purposes but if I were looking

for graphic images to use as artwork they would not be satisfactory.

I ordered some Dover books to make cards and generally create with. This book is yet another

example of the beautiful illustrations and quality, that you can expect from Dover books. Just lovely,

also tried printing it on fabric...lots of fun to had especially if you love butterflies.

I have only looked through the images in the book, not from the CD. I was a little disappointed in the

quality of the pictures (not the content) as they appear a little blurred. I am hoping its just the printing

in the book, but somehow I doubt it.I will edit review as I check the CD.

This is a great source of colorful and interesting butterfly images for any purpose (I like to print mine

out on transparencies ~ adds to the ethereal quality of the images.) There are a million things that

you can do with these images (mobiles, card enhancements, placecards, even working with various

light sources.) Dover does it again!

The pictures are blurry and not sharp like they look on line in the book. I am real disappointed with

it. The butterflies print huge and I don't know how to ajust them in size. I would think that they would

be a normal size, like the size that would fit on half of an 11X 81/2, for a card. They are just huge

and blurred.
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